
TAM:

Suddenly it's raining again. When Walking Stewart invented Nature in the late 

eighteenth century, it was on the rebound from both the East India Company and the 

warlord Hyder Ali, two masters – top hat and turban, if you like – who reappear 

through time like figures on the stage of a Victorian nursery play. Stewart's Nature 

was cast in his own image, if a Tennis Ball Bouncing through the Moral Universe 

suggests a coherent image to you. An entity trying to renounce the gravitational pull 

of the civilised world, an omo-ousiast, Nature's only child. Though as I've said, it was 

him was the father - long beard, britches, stout walking shoes - rather than the 

screaming infant crapping its nappy on emerging into this green void.

On his way north, he was thinking that someone should write and publish a tract 

denouncing the practice of hostelries providing damp sheets. He was a practical 

fellow: no one's saying he didn't serve both masters well. Still, both wanted him dead.

And then!? 

And then the characters all come together in a forest. Some of them walk up the hill. 

Some of them walk down the hill. The characters all arrive at different times. One of 

the characters doesn't show up, in fact never shows up. Some of the characters go, 

others arrive in their place. Characters engage in a variety of acts: they preserve 

things, they destroy other things. They are better at destroying than preserving, as a 

general rule. They don't want to disappoint audience expectations. Some throw their 

voices into the forest: sound comes back – it's exactly as Freud said! Some stay silent 

in the forest, not clear what they are doing at this point, but the forest makes sounds 

of its own, sounds that don't have anything to do with the characters, no matter what 

they think. Characters engage in a variety of other acts: they move through space, 

they stay still, they move objects through space too; they leave objects - some objects 

they leave deliberately, others accidentally, others they leave forever. 



And then the characters all leave the forest. Now they gather together in a house. 

Characters engage in a variety of other acts: they wash, they eat, they sleep, they 

wash again. Some characters go out of the house and other stay inside they house. 

The characters open doors, close doors, sit down, stand up, go up stairs, come down 

stairs. One or two of the characters go into a body of water adjacent to the house, 

come out again, dry themselves off, go back inside the house. Characters get caught 

in the rain if they go outside but stay dry if they remain inside. Some characters stay 

together in small groups of characters. Other characters are more solitary, but mostly 

characters circle one another, come together briefly, go off and do whatever task they 

chose to do, come back into one another's orbits, then move on to do another task - 

chosen or dictated by one of the other characters; by more than one of the characters; 

or in some instances, seemingly by all or most of the characters at once.

And then yet more of the characters disappear, and this time only a few are replaced. 

Until at last all of our characters – as we've grown to think of them by now - are 

gone, none seem to be left. But other characters appear, the same but different. They 

move this way and that, and you're left with the impression that there is more of this 

to come.

And then!?... 

And then the characters are cast into darkness. Hands of flame surround them. One is 

transformed into a giant wren, big as a munro, too big to get off the ground - but the 

din it makes, the din! One is thrown from a fast moving steam train, disappears in a 

billowing cloud of boiling hot vapour. Another is cast by an unseen hand from a high 

tree, is impaled on the merciless spikes of its immense branches - there's blood 

everywhere, eyeballs and intestines and some sort of goo that comes from inside the 

body and gets everywhere. One explodes from the inside, having consumed an 

innocuous looking fruit, and not only is the explosion loud enough to shatter all the 

windows for miles around, the acidic quality of the fruit's flesh – as it rains down in a 

shower of shattered flesh - is corrosive enough to strip the paint from a fleet of hire-



vehicles. And then another, who tries to make a desperate getaway down a boggy 

track, is attacked by gigantic insects which descend at impossible speed from the sky 

and of course chew their way through human flesh in next to no time, so that there's 

not even a scrap of the high-viz yellow waistcoat left over to act as witness to the 

unspeakable carnage! 

And then, as in a dream, the nightmare clown face of Zal Clemenson – fifty times life 

size, like some lunatic's vision of a hellish disco ball - appears in the locked room 

where the characters have foolishly sought refuge; and his tongue extends horribly 

and wiggles more horribly still - eyes rolling, eyebrows dancing lewdly, and with that 

frightening curly corkscrew red seventies hair style. All the efforts they made earlier, 

the characters - they take a back seat, pretty much. It's all they can do to evade the 

terrible fate that seems destined to befall them. They zigzag in the encroaching 

gloom, bumbling this way and that, only to fall into bottomless pits where dragonfly 

larvae the size of buses eye them curiously for an instant before gobbling them 

whole; or to plunge down a rocky crevice that suddenly appears from nowhere, 

tumbling down unbearably sharp stones which rip their clothing to shreds - so that 

when they at last come to a halt, they are naked as they day they were born... only to 

die in horrible agony in the jaws of an enormous bear. Others flee through the trees, 

where they breathe their last in the steely, sticky webs of colossal  black and blue 

spiders whose poisonous jaws drip primordial ichor and whose twitching legs probe 

their immobilised victims with icy curiosity.

The Top Hat and the Turban look on at all this, exchange words we cannot hear; but 

clearly they are in some strange way directing the action now, in charge perhaps – 

though how can that be when they are clearly characters themselves, even distinct 

characters? Still, their bearing is such that they are clearly unafraid that another will 

happen to them. This immunity lends them a certain grandeur which we might call 

timeless, so that the very meanness of their figures – the pale skinny one in the top 

hat and tails, the darker tubby one in the turban and robes – simply doesn't occur to 

us. They seemingly provide a still centre or at least a sense of continuity that all this 

other bombastic stuff lacks.



And then other things happen – are happening - off stage, as it were. But bear in mind 

no one has suggested this is a stage: far from it, nothing could be more solid, more 

real, than the landscapes – the forest, the hill – and the environments – the house, 

paths, infrastructure, what not – where this all takes place. 

If we try to listen, we can just hear these things, this activity, which we fancy takes 

place in stillness, in darkness, in a forest, amidst the trees, the spaces in the forest, 

where we whistle – whistle and listen to our own whistling, and fancy we have a 

place here and a role.

Wrapped in a damp bedsheet, the wind roaring, I lay waiting for the dawn - which 

rose slowly, stealthily; and then I was on my way.

PETER: [Song]

I threw a rock into the ocean
ocean with its back to me
so slow the motion of the tide 
it took an eon to retreat

I threw a rock into the ocean
ocean with its back to me
on the other side of earth
they were dropping bombs for me

I threw a rock into the ocean
ocean with its back to me
on the other side of earth
they were making shoes for me

I threw a rock into the ocean
ocean with its back to me
on the other side of earth
they were singing songs for me

I threw a rock into the ocean
ocean with its back to me
so slow the motion of the tide 
it took forever to retreat

ENDS


